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Featured Application: The applicability of the proposed approach is illustrated through a case
study of new design concept selection for the evaporator in automotive air conditioning systems.
We suggest that proposed approach may be used in any other B2B industries where the task of
new design concept selection is defined.

Abstract: For business-to-business (B2B) companies, selecting new product concepts is vital to new
product development (NPD), since it significantly contributes to the ultimate success and reputation
of the product in terms of quality and function. The research problem is defining the best solution
of new product’s design concept selection within high competition and resources’ limitation by
mathematical approaches. The main objective of this study is developing an integrated analytical
approach, combining quality function deployment (QFD) and analytic hierarchy process (AHP)
approach, and data envelopment analysis (DEA) to enhance the effectiveness of design product
decisions. The proposed approach focuses on mathematical methods to comprehensively evaluate
and strategically select the best new product concept while considering the features of the B2B
product and the available information during concept selection. The best new concept is selected
by the combined scores derived from the concept competitiveness (quality function deployment—
analytic hierarchy process) and the design development efficiency (data envelopment analysis).
Finally, the design alternatives are classified into four categories by quadrant analysis for design
concept management. The benefit of this approach—combining three mathematical models together
for the best concept’s solution.

Keywords: quality function deployment (QFD); analytic hierarchy process (AHP); data envelopment
analysis (DEA); product design concept selection; integrated analytical approach

1. Introduction

Firms develop new products in order to remain competitive and expand their market
share. Thus, according to Kahraman et al. new product development (NPD) is a vital
function and critical process to remain competitive in the highly competitive environ-
ment [1]. Additionally, Akao [2] tells that as the selected design concept highly contributes
the success of the final product and directly affects the following development stages, new
concept selection is one of the most important decision-making activities during NPD.
Geng et al. confirms that despite of its importance, concept selection is difficult because it
requires complex multi criteria decision making (MCDM) with many factors, ranging from
customer needs to constraints of the enterprise [3].

Bhutta (2013) selected and reviewed 154 journal articles on product design concept
selection and evaluation for the period 1986–2012 [4]. The methods used were individual,
including total cost approach, multiple attribute utility theory, total cost of ownership
(TCO), AHP, data envelopment analysis, and mathematical programing techniques. Among
them, TCO was the most prevalent approach, followed by AHP. Because of this finding,
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Bhutta and Huq (2012) compared TCO and AHP comprehensively [4]. They revealed that
AHP can provide a more robust tool for decision makers to select and evaluate customer’s
requirements for product design with respect to qualitative and quantitative criteria, instead
of cost data only considered in TCO.

Ho et al. (2019) selected and reviewed 70 journal articles on product design concept
selection and evaluation for the period 2000–2018 [5]. Several approaches have been
proposed for product design concept selection, such as using AHP, analytic network
process (ANP), case-based reasoning (CBR), data envelopment analysis (DEA), fuzzy set
theory, genetic algorithm (GA), mathematical programing, simple multi-attribute rating
technique (SMART), and their integrations.

For business-to-business (B2B) products, design concept selection directly contributes
to the final quality of the product and the company business reputation—this is the opinion
of Brennan [6]. B2B products have unique characteristics which are different from business-
to-customer (B2C) products. B2B products have long-term relationships with fewer but
larger buyers that have high demands for products with quality, price, as well as function
that meet definite customer requirements (CR).

In this study, we focus on methods to comprehensively evaluate and select new design
concepts from the perspective of B2B products. We propose a hybrid approach with two
evaluation factors, concept competitiveness (Vcomp) and design development efficiency
(Veff) on the basis of CR. Concept competitiveness represents the product’s relative strong
points in functional performance and market price. We apply the integrated approach
with quality function deployment (QFD) and analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to evaluate
the concept competitiveness (Vcomp). On the other hand, as the quality and productivity
are completely depending on the design concept, it is necessary to assess each design
concept’s relative level in terms of efficiency of input and output. Design development
efficiency (Veff) represents the relative efficiency among the new concepts. We adopt data
envelopment analysis (DEA) to assess the Veff. We combine these evaluation results and
the combined score as the final score for each new design alternative.

Recently, the combined AHP–QFD approach has been applied to many areas, includ-
ing higher education, for example Köksal and Eğitman in 1998; Lam and Zhao in 1998;
Partovi and Corredoira in 2012 tell that for the best knowledge of the authors, this approach
has not yet been applied for product design concept selection problem [7–20].

The main problem of NPD process nowadays—how to minimize all efforts and
resources and create excellent product in highly competitive market environment? In this
way NPD concept selection is the main part of innovative strategy, so most of industrial
companies and manufactures try to be focused on this issue. Different methods and
approaches of product concept’s selection process requires a lot of time and resources and
it becomes problem for those companies which do not have time or enough investment.
That’s why new concepts and decisions in this area are highly welcomed.

The remaining structure of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide
a background and literature review of the new B2B product concept selection framework
proposed in this study. Section 3 illustrates and explains the overall procedure and research
methods of the framework; also, the proposed method is applied to a case study. In
Section 4, we present results and interpretation of them. Finally, Section 5 discusses the
results and Section 6 discusses conclusions of this study.

2. Literature Review

Concept development consists of a series of divergent and convergent steps. While
divergent steps generate various concept alternatives, convergent steps handle how to
evaluate and select the best new concepts. This convergent process is defined as ‘concept
selection’ or ‘design concept evaluation’ by Cor [21]. In divergent steps, any potential
concepts are generated after considering CR and designer intentions. The QFD approach,
which was discussed by Chan et al., is beneficial tools in this step because it interprets CR
into engineering specification (ES) [22]. QFD is a customer-oriented approach to improve
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quality in NPD as well as ensure that the customer is engaged throughout the product’s
specification by Tontini [23]. In this study, we apply QFD to generate design concepts and
use AHP to evaluate the concept competitiveness.

There is much existing research on concept selection. The literature review of Okudan
and Tauhid classified the concept selection methods into six categories: (a) decision matrices
methods, (b) AHP models, (c) uncertainty modeling, (d) economic models, (e) optimization
concepts, and (f) heuristics [24]. In detail, Pugh in 1991; Fung, Chen and Tang in 2017 tell
that while decision matrices methods can provide useful insight into qualitative preference
over the alternatives, it is not able to compare relative importance of criteria [25,26]. The
strong point of AHP method is that it can evaluate the relative importance by the pair-wise
comparison by Marsh, Slocum and Otto [27]; and Mullens, Armacost and Nippani [28].
Uncertainty modeling method allows for uncertainties in the concept selection process.
Lee et al. state that fussy logic is one of the popular tools adopted for uncertainty model-
ing [29]; and Thurston confirms that economic models use a utility function rather than
discrete ratings or fuzzy methods [30]. However, the drawback of this method is not to
accommodate coupled decisions. De Felice suggested that optimization concept uses the
numerical techniques to identify optimal solution [31]. However, this method is difficult
and complicated due to the complexity to understand and the utility of the advanced
mathematics. The last heuristics method uses the genetic algorithms (GA)—Buonanno
and Marvis confirm it [32]. This approach makes the designer view the trade-off between
performances and has the merits when searching much large decision space. However,
due to the tremendous calculation, the burden on designer is much high and it is also
essential to have a high-speed computer. In the recent research, Zhu et al. (2015) proposed
the integrated analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and compromise ranking method (VIKOR)
for design concept evaluation [33]. They illustrate the six design concepts of the lithog-
raphy tools. Salhieh and Al-Harris (2014) suggested the integrated approach using data
envelopment analysis (DEA) and conjoint analysis (CA) [34]. They used the development
burdens as the input criteria and the customer perceived value as the output criteria which
conducted by conjoint analysis. They ranked the design concepts by DEA scores and
selected the final design concept. They applied this approach to twelve design concepts
of smartphone.

Starting from 1980, Saaty [35–37] suggested that the AHP is a multi-criteria decision-
making framework using hierarchical relationships among the decision levels. Later in
2011, Talib, Rahman, and Qureshi confirmed that this is a powerful method for solving
complicated and unstructured problems that may have interactions and correlations among
different objectives and goals [38]. The AHP has two models, the pair-wise comparison
method (relative measurement) and the rating method (absolute measurement). In the
pair-wise comparison method, the main logic is to assess the relative priorities between
two criteria, and this helps decision makers improve their understanding of complicated
decisions by dividing the problems into a hierarchical structure. On the other hand, Yu and
Jang suggested the rating method defines a set of intensity levels as a base to assess the
performance of the alternatives in terms of each criterion [39]. In this study, we apply the
AHP rating method to assess concept competitiveness and the AHP pair-wise comparison
method to calculate the weighted value of the combined scores by reflecting experts’
group opinions.

DEA is a methodology to measure efficiency with multiple inputs and outputs. Jeon,
Kim, and Lee states it is a non-parametric approach that does not require assumptions about
the functional form of a production function and a priori information on the importance
of inputs and outputs [40]. Andersen and Petersen (2013) developed the super efficiency
model [41] to improve upon the two limitations of the DEA-CCR by Charnes, Cooper, and
Rhodes [42,43] and the DEA-BCC by Banker, Charnes, and Cooper [44,45] models. The first
limitation is that these models cannot rank all of the decision-making units (DMUs). Since
these models do not calculate an efficiency score greater than one, they score all efficient
DMUs equal to one—discussed by Kwong [15] and Chuang [9]. The second limitation is
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that these models do not indicate the DMUs that require improvement. The basic concept
of the super efficiency model is to calculate the relative difference among the efficiency
frontiers depending on the existence of DMUs. Chakraborty et al. [46,47] suggested there
are two types of super-DEA models, a radial model and a non-radial model. For the radial
model, infeasibility can occur depending on the data structure without considering slacks.
Infeasibility issues are critical in calculating efficiency. To solve this infeasibility, Li et al.
(2019) suggested using a non-radial model, i.e., slacks-based measure of efficiency model
(super-SBM) [48]. In this study, we apply a super-SBM to evaluate the design development
efficiency and rank all design alternatives without infeasibility. We want to summarize all
these approaches and define their advantages and limitations in use (Table 1).

Table 1. Definition and application of product concept’s development process.

Field of Application Advantages and Disadvantages (Limitations)

QFD

Product design + A systematic way of obtaining information
and presenting it,

Manufacturing + Good strategic driver for the design process
and production process,

Short-term/Long-term decisions
- Requires the Right Organizational
Environment,
- Less Adaptable to Changing Demand

AHP

Any area of decisions + Wide application area,

Some former and successive studies
+ Uses both the linguistic assessments and
numerical values for the alternative selection
problem,

Long-term decisions - The computational requirement is tremendous
even for a small problem,

DEA

Calculation the relative efficiencies
of a group of decision-making units

+ Not assuming a particular functional
form/shape for the frontier,

Benchmarking in operations
management

+ Can be used as hybrid method, this allows a
best-practice relationship between multiple
outputs and multiple inputs to be estimated,

Short-term decisions
(problem-oriented)

- Difficult for use,
- Requires secondary data

Source: author’s survey.

We notice from table above that each separate method has advantages and disadvan-
tages in practical case; so, it is necessary to develop new method, which may combine all
these approaches and reduce limitations.

3. Materials and Methods

In this study, we propose a new method to help B2B product enterprises evaluate and
select new product concepts based on CR.

During the first step we should prepare research model and choose appropriate criteria
and evaluation indicators for our survey. The proposed product concept selection approach
using combined AHP and QFD can be described in the following steps:

(a) AHP pairwise comparison.

Construct a pairwise comparison matrix A (Equation (1)),

A =


a11 a12 . . . a1n
a21 a22 . . . a2n
...

...
. . .

...
an1 an2 . . . ann

 (1)
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where n denotes the number of elements (customer requirements in product 1), and aij
refers to the comparison of element i to element j with respect to each criterion (product
design). The 9-point scale can be used to decide on which element is more important and
by how much.

(b) AHP synthetisation.

Divide each entry (aij) in each column of matrix A by its column total. The matrix now
becomes a normalized pairwise comparison matrix (Equation (2)),

A′ =


a11

∑i∈R ai1

a12
∑i∈R ai2

. . . a1n
∑i∈R aina21

∑i∈R ai1

a22
∑i∈R ai2

. . . a2n
∑i∈R ain

...
...

. . .
...

an1
∑i∈R ai1

an2
∑i∈R ai2

. . . ann
∑i∈R ain

 (2)

where R denotes the set of customer requirements, that is, R = {1, 2, . . . , n}.

(c) Compute the average of the entries in each row of matrix A′ to yield column vector
(Equation (3)),

C =

 C1
1k
...

C1
nk

 =


(

a11
∑i∈R ai1

+
a12

∑i∈R ai2
+···+ a1n

∑i∈R ain

)
n
...(

an1
∑i∈R ai1

+
an2

∑i∈R ai2
+···+ ann

∑i∈R ain

)
n

 (3)

where C1
ik denotes the relationship weightings between customer requirement i and its

corresponding design k.

(d) AHP consistency verification

Multiply each entry in column i of matrix A by C1
ik. Then, divide the summation of

values in row i by C1
ik to yield another column vector (Equation (4)),

C =


C1

1k
...

C1
nk

 =


(C1

1ka11+C1
2ka12+···+C1

nka1n)
C1

1k
...

(C1
1kan1+C1

2kan2+···+C1
nkann)

C1
nk

 (4)

where C refers to a weighted sum vector.

(e) Compute the averages of values in vector C to yield the maximum eigenvalue of
matrix A (Equation (5)),

λmax =
∑i∈R C1

1k
n

(5)

(f) Compute the consistency ratio (Equation (6)),

CI =
λmax − n

n− 1
(6)

where RI(n) is a random index of which the value is dependent on the value of n. If CR is
greater than 0.10, then go to step (a). Otherwise, go to step (g).

(g) Compute the importance rating of each stakeholder requirement

where S denotes the set of company stakeholders, that is, S = {1, 2, . . . , m}, and pk
denotes the proportion of customers k.
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After calculating the final assessment scores, we conduct a quadrant analysis to
categorize the new design concepts into four groups. We analyse the relative position of
each design concept versus the current design through quadrant analysis. Figure 1 depicts
the detailed procedures of the proposed framework.

Figure 1. Framework of the proposed method. Source: made by authors.

Step A: Determining new design alternatives

In this step, we apply the traditional QFD method to select the ES from CR and
demonstrate the relative importance. These selected specifications and their relative impor-
tance can be crucial for designers to generate new design concepts. Then, we determine
the candidates for design concept selection. This QFD analysis is also linked to the next
evaluation step.

Step B: Evaluating new design concepts

In the second step, we assess the relative concept competitiveness and design de-
velopment efficiency of the new design concept versus the current design concept. We
suggest an integrated analysis with QFD and AHP for concept competitiveness. The AHP
scores (Vcomp) represent a relative concept competitiveness among the candidates. As
shown in Figure 1, first, we determine the evaluation criteria which correspond to the
CR in the QFD. Second, we conduct a pair-wise comparison of the criteria to decide the
weighted values. Third, the relative competitiveness levels of the new design concept
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versus the current design concept are determined in advance. We calculate the concept
competitiveness scores by multiplying the weighted values and rating scores and then
normalize these scores by dividing each original score by the AHP score of the current
design concept. Furthermore, the super-SBM scores (Veff) represent the relative design
development efficiency. We identify the input and output criteria to evaluate the efficiency
in advance. Then, we gather the quantitative and qualitative data and adjust the direction
of the data. Thus, we calculate DEA scores through the super-SBM and then normalize the
scores by dividing each original score by DEA score of the current design concept.

Step C: Selecting the best new design concept

In the last step, we calculate the combined scores for B2B firms to determine the best
design concept. We conduct group decision making using an AHP pair-wise compari-
son between the concept competitiveness and the development efficiency to determine
weighted values (wtcomp,wteff). From the combined scores, we rank the design concepts
and select the best one. Then, we carry out the quadrant analysis to recognize the rela-
tive position of new concepts versus the current design concept. This step completes the
proposed method.

4. Results

For illustration of the proposed method, we apply it to a case study of an automotive
air conditioning system (A/C system), as depicted in Figure 2. The aim of an A/C system
is to generate cool air for the driver’s convenience and comfort.

Figure 2. Circulation of refrigerant in the automotive A/C system. Source: made by authors.

The A/C system consists of four major components, compressor, condenser, and
thermal expansion valve (TXV) and evaporator. The A/C system uses refrigerant, such
as R134a, in the circulation system. The refrigerant can absorb and release energy when it
changes phases between liquid and gas. The compressor makes the refrigerant a pressur-
ized gas under high pressure. Through the heat-exchange in the condenser, the refrigerant
changes to a cooled compressed liquid under high pressure. A thermal expansion valve
(TXV) makes the refrigerant become a cold mixture of liquid and vapor under low pressure.
The evaporator is located on the passenger side and is a heat-exchanging component
which absorbs surrounding heat to cool the atmosphere. The cooled air is forced into the
passenger side by an electric motor. An automotive A/C system is typically B2B product
of which buyers request perfect quality, good function and competitive price for a large
purchasing volume.
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4.1. Results of New Design Concept Generation (QFD)

For this case study, the B2B product supplier has maintained a long-term relationship
with customers. The developers have attended a regular meeting with customers to
exchange opinions and create a new design concept for new vehicles. These B2B product
developers clearly recognize the CR. Table 2 shows the result of the QFD analysis about
the evaporator in the A/C system. The customer requests a smaller size, silent operation,
and good operational efficiency with low weight and low price. The customer considers
the low price (customer weight = 5) to be the most important CR. Further, we selected nine
ES following interviews with the product designers. We calculated the relative importance
by considering the correlation between the CR and the ES. The number of tubes is the most
important ES.

Table 2. Quality function deployment (QFD) for the air conditioning system (A/C system) evaporator.

Engineering Specifications (1,3,5)

Customer
Weights

(1,3,5)

Number
of Com-
ponents

Product
Width

Product
Height

Product
Thick-
ness

Number
of

Tubes

Unit
Tube

Volume

NRPH
(a)

Unit
Fin Vol-

ume

FPDM
(b)

Customer
require-
ments

Smaller size maintaining the
same heat-exchange. 3 1 5 5 5 3 1 3 3 3

Silent operation and no noise. 1 1 5
Good operational efficiency. 1 1 3 5

Low weight for fuel efficiency. 3 3 3 3 3
Low price 5 3 1 1 1 3 3
Raw score 27 21 20 21 33 15 14 18 29

Relative weights 14% 11% 10% 11% 17% 8% 7% 9% 15%
Unit pcs mm mm mm pcs cm3 holes cm3 pcs

Current design 110 282 295 35 60 13.3 7 50.2 67
Competitor X 148 308 234 44 86 9.4 5 34.9 75
Competitor Y 149 276 295 41 78 5.2 19 47.5 76

Note: (a) the number of refrigerant path holes in a tube (NRPH). (b) the number of fin per dm (FPDM).

We conducted interviews with designers and marketers to determine the candidates
for the new design concept. As shown in Table 3, we selected five new product concepts
with two competitor’s designs and the current design as a reference.

Table 3. Rating levels to evaluate concept competitiveness.

Levels HEX dP Air dP Ref Weight Cost

9 6 < t ≤ 8 −24 ≤ t < −18 −32 ≤ t < −24 −12 ≤ t < −9 −16 ≤ t < −12
8 4 < t ≤ 6 −18 ≤ t < −12 −24 ≤ t < −16 −9 ≤ t < −6 −12 ≤ t < −8
7 2 < t ≤ 4 −12 ≤ t < −6 −16 ≤ t < −8 −6 ≤ t < −3 −8 ≤ t < −4
6 0 < t ≤ 2 −6 ≤ t < 0 −8 ≤ t < 0 −3 ≤ t < 0 −4 ≤ t < 0
5 Current design Current design Current design Current design Current design
4 −2 ≤ t < 0 0 < t ≤ 6 0 < t ≤ 8 0 < t ≤ 3 0 < t ≤ 4
3 −4 ≤ t < −2 6 < t ≤ 12 8 < t ≤ 16 3 < t ≤ 6 4 < t ≤ 8
2 −6 ≤ t < −4 12 < t ≤ 18 16 < t ≤ 24 6 < t ≤ 9 8 < t ≤ 12
1 −8 ≤ t < −6 18 < t ≤ 24 24 < t ≤ 32 9 < t ≤ 12 12 < t ≤ 16

4.2. Results of Evaluating Concept Competitiveness by the QFD-AHP

To evaluate the concept competitiveness, we considered multiple criteria in advance.
Specifically, we selected five key criteria which represent the CR in the QFD: heat-exchange
performance (kcal/h), air pressure drops (mmAg), refrigerant pressure drops (kgf/cm2),
weight, and cost. As depicted in Figure 3 by Limperich, Braun, Schmitz, and Prölß [49],
air travels through the core and refrigerant passes through several holes in the tubes to
exchange the heat between the hot air and the cold refrigerant.

The heat-exchange performance (HEX) measures how much energy (kcal) has been
exchanged during one hour. If we increase the HEX using the same size, we can reduce the
size of the product. The air pressure drops (dP air) means the pressure difference between
the inlet and outlet of the evaporator. If the dP air increases, air flow decreases which
makes noise. The refrigerant pressure drops (dP ref) represents the pressure difference
between the inlet and outlet of the tubes. As dP ref increases, the efficiency of the A/C
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system decreases. The weight of the component is a critical factor and is highly related to
the fuel efficiency of the vehicle. The cost, which refers to the numerous expenses required
to produce the product, is also crucial for buyers and directly affects market price. After
selecting five criteria, we conducted a pair-wise comparison to determine the weighted
value of each criterion.

Figure 3. Evaporator picture (left) and schematic of fluid flow (middle, right). Source: Limperich, Braun, Schmitz and
Prölß. System Simulation of Automotive Refrigeration Cycles. Proceedings of the Fourth International Modelica Conference,
Hamburg–Harburg, 2015, pp. 193–99 [49].

We used a nine-point Likert scale to evaluate concept competitiveness as shown in
Table 3. We developed the rating levels through interviewing the firm’s internal experts.
Value t in Equation (7) represents the relative result compared to the current product design.
The Vcurrent denotes the current product design’s value and Vnew denotes the new design
concept’s value. For example, cost decreases, the cost competitiveness increases. If the new
concept’s cost is five percent (t = −5) less than the current design, we rate the new concept
equal to 7. To calculate the value t, we used the bench test results of the current design
and competitors. As we did not have actual components of the new concepts, we adopted
the estimated results from product designers. The costs were estimated by cost estimators
under the same calculation toolkit.

t = 100 × (Vnew − Vcurrent)/Vcurrent (7)

We calculated the concept competitiveness scores by multiplying the rating scores by
the weighted values. Then, we normalized the scores by dividing each original score by
the current product’s score. Table 4 details the results and rankings of the design concept
competitiveness scores (Vcomp) as well as results from QFD analysis. As shown in Table 4,
the cost (0.419) is the most important criterion among the five criteria, concept A is the
most competitive design, competitor X is ranked last, and the current design concept is
ranked sixth among the eight concepts (Table A1 in Appendix A).

Table 4. Nine-point scales to assess the inputs to design development efficiency.

Quality Control Burden (QCB) Manufacturing Burden (MFGB) Development Cost Burden (DCB)

9 Extremely more demanding
than current design 9 Extremely more difficult than

current design 9 Extremely more costly than
current design

7 More demanding than
current design 7 More difficult than

current design 7 More costly than current
design

5 Equal to current design 5 Equal to current design 5 Equal to current design

3 Less demanding than
current design 3 Easier than current design 3 Less costly than current

design

1 Extremely less demanding
than current design 1 Extremely easier than

current design 1 Extremely less costly than
current design

2,4,6,8 Intermediate values between
the two adjacent judgment 2,4,6,8 Intermediate values between

the two adjacent judgment 2,4,6,8 Intermediate values between
the two adjacent judgment

Source: made by authors.
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4.3. Results of Evaluating the Design Development Efficiency by the Super-SBM

To evaluate the design development efficiency, multiple input and output criteria
were considered. Selecting criteria is quite subjective as there is no specific rule for the
selection of inputs and outputs—presented by Ramanathan [50]. We must consider the
characteristics of the B2B product with clear requirements, such as high demand for
quality and price. Furthermore, since concept selection is conducted in the first stage
of NPD, it is difficult to have sufficient information for decision making. Due to this
restricted information, an expert opinion from the organization can be the most reliable
factor in decision making. We also considered internal burdens which require resources
to accomplish the new design’s competitiveness. We determined three the input criteria
and five criteria for the concept competitiveness evaluation. The three input criteria are the
quality control burden, manufacturing burden, and development cost burden. In detail,
the quality control burden refers to how difficult quality is to control without a defect. The
manufacturing burden is related to how difficult the new concept is to produce. Lastly,
the development cost burden represents how much budget is required to develop the
new design.

According to these three inputs and five outputs, we assessed the relative design
development efficiency among the candidates. We applied super-SBM-input oriented-
constant return to scale (super-SBM-I-C) model using DEA-Solver software. First, we
collected the input data and output data. For the input data, we adopted a nine-point
Likert scale to estimate the three burdens as depicted in Table 4. In order to evaluate the
relative burdens versus the current design, we set the middle score equal to the current
design concept. We survey functional experts with more than 10 years of experiences.

We then corrected for the direction of the output criteria. For example, as the value
of HEX increases, the efficiency also increases. However, dP air, dP ref, weight, and cost,
values decrease, the efficiency increases. To compensate for this value direction, we use
the reciprocal number of these outputs and adjusted the reciprocal number by multiplying
by 100 or 10,000 as appropriate. Multiplying the same number to each value in a criterion
does not make difference in the super-SBM score. As shown in Table 5, we calculated the
DEA score using the adjusted data and normalized the DEA scores by dividing each by the
current design’s DEA score to assess the relative design development efficiency (Veff). As
shown in Table 5, concept B was ranked first. The current product design was ranked fifth,
and concept E was ranked last.

Table 5. Design development efficiency scores and rankings.

Input Criteria Output Criteria Result

QCB MFGB DCB HEX RdP air (a) RdP ref (b) RW (c) RC (d) DEA Veff Rank

Current design 5 5 5 4292 10.827 1.923 8.514 7.368 1.033 1.000 5
Competitor X 5 3 5 4258 8.929 2.732 8.065 7.661 1.113 1.077 2
Competitor Y 7 6 8 4608 12.346 1.484 8.432 7.127 0.749 0.725 7

Concept A 4 4 5 4424 9.841 2.455 9.268 8.402 1.087 1.052 3
Concept B 4 3 6 4375 9.209 2.569 9.559 8.518 1.140 1.103 1
Concept C 5 4 6 4482 11.732 2.019 7.846 7.686 1.057 1.023 4
Concept D 6 6 6 4473 11.468 1.580 8.371 7.416 0.821 0.794 6
Concept E 6 7 8 4232 9.881 2.290 8.237 7.448 0.619 0.599 8

Mean 5.3 4.8 6.1 4393 10.529 2.131 8.537 7.703 0.953 0.922
Stdev 1.0 1.4 1.2 121 1.168 0.428 0.548 0.467 0.183 0.177

Note: (a) RdP air denotes the reciprocal of the dP air value and multiply 100. (b) RdP ref denotes the reciprocal of the dP ref value. (c) RW
denotes the reciprocal of the weight and multiplied by 10,000. (d) RC denotes the reciprocal of the cost and multiply 100. Source: made
by authors.

So, for the product concept’s evaluation we chose 2 competitive products, proposed 5
different concepts, submitted input and output criteria and got a result. For further survey
Concept B is the best one as it took 1st rank position.
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4.4. Results of Selecting the Best New Design Concept

In this step, we selected the best design concept and analysed the design concept’s
relative position versus the current design concept. To determine the weighted values
between the Vcomp and Veff, we applied group decision making using an AHP pair-wise
comparison. We surveyed the priorities between concept competitiveness and development
efficiency with ten internal experts. From the pair-wise comparison with the geometric
mean of these rating scores, we determined the wtcomp and wteff.

The combined scores (Vcomb) are the final evaluation results for each design concept.
Firms can use the Vcomb to select the best design concept. Table 6 shows the combined
scores (Vcomb) and rankings. The expert group evaluated that concept competitiveness
(0.541) is more important than design development efficiency (0.459). The Vcomb is the sum
of the weighted competitiveness (WtComp) and the weighted efficiency (WtEff). The average
WtComp is 0.649 and the average WtEff is 0.423. The overall average of the combined scores
is 1.072.

Table 6. Combined scores and quadrant analysis results.

Concept Competitiveness Development Efficiency Combined Score

Vcomp WtComp Rank Veff WtEff Rank Vcomb Rank Quadrant

(Combined weights) (0.541) (0.459)

Current design 1.000 0.541 6 1.000 0.459 5 1.000 6 Origin
Competitor X 0.940 0.509 8 1.077 0.494 2 1.003 5 IV
Competitor Y 1.119 0.606 5 0.725 0.333 7 0.938 7 II

Concept A 1.558 0.843 1 1.052 0.483 3 1.326 2 I
Concept B 1.530 0.828 2 1.103 0.506 1 1.334 1 I
Concept C 1.276 0.691 3 1.023 0.469 4 1.160 3 I
Concept D 1.211 0.655 4 0.794 0.364 6 1.020 4 II
Concept E 0.957 0.518 7 0.599 0.275 8 0.793 8 III

Mean 0.649 0.423 1.072
Stdev 0.123 0.081 0.177

Source: made by authors.

As shown in Table 6, concept B was ranked first with 1.334 and concept E was ranked
last with 0.793. Thus, we selected concept B as the best new concept. In addition, we
conducted a quadrant analysis to separate the new design concepts into four categories.
As represented in Figure 4, the vertical axis denotes the WtComp such that a design concept
with a WtComp score higher than the current design’s WtComp (equal to 0.541) is located
above the horizontal axis. The horizontal axis denotes the WtEff such that a design concept
with a WtEff score higher than the current design’s WtEff (equal to 0.459) is located to the
right of the vertical axis.

As shown in Figure 4, concept A, B, and C are in quadrant I since they have higher
concept competitiveness and development efficiency than the current product design.
Therefore, these three new design concepts are candidates for the final design concept. Con-
cept D and competitor Y are in quadrant II since they have higher concept competitiveness
than the current design but lower design development efficiency. If process innovations
for these new concepts reduce the development efficiency, these concepts can move to
quadrant I. Concept E is in quadrant III, and is clearly inferior to the current design. Thus,
we can remove this from the potential designs. Finally, competitor X is in quadrant IV
since it has higher development efficiency than the current design, but lower concept
competitiveness. From this hybrid approach, we selected concept B as the best design
concept since it was ranked first.
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Figure 4. Quadrant analysis for design concept management.

Case study results show that AHP is best applied in a situation where structuring,
measurement, and/or synthesis are required. Additionally, AHP can also be applied to
a group decision where judgments made by all the individuals in a group are combined.
Some areas in which the AHP has been successfully employed include resource allocation,
forecasting, total quality management, business process re-engineering, quality function
deployment, quality control and the balanced scorecard. On other hand, DEA has been
widely used for measuring relative performance of universities and schools in educational
sectors since its introduction in 1978; banks, mutual funds, and stock markets in the
financial sector, and the like. The method has continued to gain widespread acceptance as
a management tool, so authors show results of its application together with AHP. So, by
eliminating flaws and taking advantage of each methodology’s specific characteristics in
identifying and solving a problem, the new integrated AHP/DEA model appears to be
a more logical and sensible solution in multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) problem.
The combination of different models helps to reduce uncertainty risks during decision
making process and get more relevant results.

5. Discussion

Avkiran and Rowlands discussed in their research work sustainable development
of new product requires mentioning some important things [51]. First of all, the concept
design of new product is one of the major parts of NPD process. It affects customiza-
tion results; therefore, it is necessary to understand whether three approaches which are
discussed in this research may help new product be more market oriented.

For the second, the development of a new product is the development of original
products; or the improvement of products and their modernization; or the creation of new
product brands by organizing their own R&D. Hsiao S.W. confirms that the process of
developing a new product consists of eight stages:

X Generation of ideas;
X Selection of ideas;
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X Concept development and verification;
X Marketing strategy development;
X Business analysis;
X Product development;
X Trial marketing;
X Commercial production [52].

QFD, AHP and DEA approaches help developers and project managers to generate
and select idea; develop concept; but how do they influence on marketing strategy and
customization efforts? We have to discuss possible ways of QFD, AHP and DEA approaches
implementation in customization area.

Lin et al. [52] and Murillo-Zamorano [53] state that product development is essential
in developing a new product as well as improving the existing product [54]. The conceptual
design is the most crucial stage in product development. In general, conceptual design
is comprises of manufacturing process, design concept and material selection. Design
concept provides several designs on the product hence helps in summarizing as well
as following the customer needs. During this concept design, material selection can
be made simultaneously depending on the requirements, as discussed by Kaoru [55].
Lin et al. identified that QFD is a tool to interpret the customer voice into engineering
specifications [56], whereas multi criteria decision making (MCDM) enables designers to
decide on the best design and material for the product. Rizwan states that both QFD and
MCDM implementation ensure the successfulness of product development [57].

The attribute of the goods is understood as its property, element or characteristic of
functioning, important for the consumer. We understand the attribute of the product as
a significant feature of the product, which determines its perception by the consumer as
suitable for it. An attribute area is not all the attributes of a product, but only important
one for the consumer. Attributes in the psychology of consumption are the starting points
to which attribution occurs. If we suggest that attribution of any features is characteristic
of the attribution of a person, then, for the attribution of goods as a simpler formation,
attribution is characteristic only in the plane “satisfied—not satisfied”, in other words “it is
my product/it is not mine” [58]. On the basis of an attribute, properties such as importance,
uniqueness, necessity, etc. are attributed to the product. Attribution in consumption is
closely associated with associations, myths (in the interpretation adopted in PR), and image.

In previous research authors stated that the quality of a product as a measure of its
utility reflects the aggregate characteristics that can meet the needs of society. The consumer
value of a product is determined by how well it is due to its properties to satisfy the specific
needs of a person. You can portray a specific product and a specific human need in the form
of circles, and the use value of the product in the form of the degree of their combination.
The Figure 5 shows that product A does not satisfy need X, product B satisfies it partially,
and product C completely. In this case, the goods B has the highest consumer value, i.e.,
high customer loyalty.

New product concept should be included in product policy. Product policy is a market-
ing activity related to the planning and implementation of a set of measures; and strategies
for the formation of competitive advantages and the creation of such characteristics of a
product that make it constantly valuable to the consumer and, thus, satisfy one or another
of its needs, ensuring the corresponding profit to the enterprise.

Product policy accumulates in a single complex marketing management of the product
life cycle, its consumer value, brand strategy, the development of the “novelty”.

So, we expect in future research that combining three approaches (QFD, AHP and
DEA) may help to achieve full customers’ satisfactions. For example, the QFD processes
are performed by applying the design information embodied in the relation matrix, called
the house of quality (HOQ).
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Figure 5. Three degrees of customer’s satisfaction.

In general, the design information contained in the HOQ is integrated to further
determine the importance of DRs and their achievement degrees in order to optimally
satisfy customer satisfaction. To do this, a normalization process is usually applied by
QFD researchers and practitioners. In the literature, the normalization model proposed by
Wasserman [58] has been widely adopted. Based on Lyman’s normalization concept [59],
this model is developed by incorporating the correlations among DRs (Equation (8)),
formulated as:

R′ij =
∑n

k=1 Rik ∗Ykj
∑n

j=1 ∑n
k=1 Rik ∗Ykj

(8)

From the vector space concept, where Ykj denotes the technical correlation between
DRk and DRj. In the above equation, RJk indicates the relational intensity between CRi
and DRk, which is measured based on a 3-point scale, such as 1-3-9 or 1-5-9, for describing
the weak-moderate-strong relationship. Although Wasserman’s normalization model has
been widely adopted, it has some weaknesses. For example, it assumes that customer
requirements are mutually independent. However, this may not be true in practice. More
importantly, this model may generate a relational intensity for a pair of CRs and DRs
that does not exist in the original design information. The model may thus produce
unreasonable outcomes.

Identifying such weaknesses in Wasserman’s normalization model, Chen and Chen [60]
proposed the following modified normalization model (Equation (9)):

Rnorm
ij =

(∑n
k=1 Ykj)Rij

∑n
j=1(∑

n
k=1 Ykj)Rij

(9)

where Rnorm
ij denotes the normalized relationship between CRi and DRj. Applying the

above modified normalization model to integrate design information, the unreasonable
outcomes from Wasserman’s model can be avoided. Furthermore, considering the pos-
sibility that some CRs are correlated, Chen and Chen [60] also proposed the following
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normalization model to integrate CRs, similar to that in (Equation (9)), in determining the
normalized weights of CRs (Equation (10)):

dnorm
i =

(∑m
l=1 Bil)di

∑m
i=1(∑

m
l=1 Bil)di

(10)

where Bil denotes the correlation between CRi and CRl and di is the importance of CRi. It
is noted that the normalized weight dnorm

i in (Equation (10)) is reduced to di when CRs are
mutually independent; that is ∑m

l=1 Bil = 1.
This discussion may help us to investigate more effective impact of AHP, QFD and

DEA cooperation om customer’s satisfaction.

6. Conclusions

The requirements of the market are essential information for suppliers to determine
new product concepts. Additionally, as B2B product is highly linked with ultimate prod-
ucts in terms of quality, performance and price, it is crucial for B2B supplier to clearly
understand customer requirement and to develop competitive product in price and quality.
In this study, we suggest a novel hybrid method by combining concept competitiveness
and design development efficiency to assist B2B product suppliers in selecting the best
new design concept. We applied a QFD approach to generate new design alternatives,
and used this analysis to evaluate concept competitiveness. We adopted an AHP rating
method to assess concept competitiveness and a super-SBM to calculate the design devel-
opment efficiency. We selected the best new design concept through the combined score
of WtComp and WtEff. Finally, we classified these concepts into four categories for design
concept management.

We applied this proposed method to a case study of evaporators in an automotive
A/C system. From the illustrated results, concept A ranked first in concept competitiveness
and concept B ranked first in design development efficiency. On the other hand, competitor
X and concept E ranked last in competitiveness and efficiency, respectively. Thus, concept
B was selected as the best design concept with the highest combined score. From the
quadrant analysis, concept A, B, and C belonged in quadrant I, which is the potential
selection group with relative higher concept competitiveness and design development
efficiency than the current design.

This study has numerous implications. First, this study proposes the linked approach
between divergent step and convergent step by applying integrated QFD–AHP. It helps
decision-maker to make sense from customer requirement to design priority at the same
time. Second, this proposed method is a hybrid approach with both QFD–AHP and DEA,
considering concept competitiveness and design development efficiency. Third, this study
evaluates each concept versus a current design. This approach helps decision-maker to
clearly understand its relative level. Fourth, this study shows how to practically classify
new concepts for concept management after selection. With this proposed method, B2B
product suppliers can practically and quickly obtain reliable results for concept selection
during NPD.

The major limitation or drawback of proposed integrated approach is due to AHP.
It may be time-consuming in reaching consensus. Decision makers have to compare
each cluster in the same level in a pairwise fashion based on their own experience and
knowledge. For instance, every two criteria in the second level are compared at each time
with respect to the goal, whereas every two sub-factors of the same criteria in the third
level are compared at a time with respect to the corresponding criterion. If it is found that
the consistency ratio exceeds the limit, the decision makers have to review and revise the
pairwise comparisons again [61].

Similar approach could be principally adopted in other decision-making scenarios
for effective product management, including third-party R&D service provider evaluation
and selection, quality center and manufacturing location evaluation and selection, product
design performance measurement, and so on. However, this calls for thorough research as
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both frameworks and criteria for decision-making are likely to vary widely depending on
the context.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Concept competitiveness scores and rankings from the QFD–AHP model.
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same heat-exchange. 3 1 5 5 5 3 1 3 3 3 HEX 0.294 5 4 9 7 6 8 8 4

Silent operation and no noise. 1 1 5 dP
air 0.067 5 1 8 3 2 7 6 3

Good operational efficiency. 1 1 3 5 dP
ref 0.047 5 9 1 8 9 6 2 8

Low weight for fuel efficiency. 3 3 3 3 3 Weight 0.173 5 3 4 8 9 2 4 3

Low price 5 3 1 1 1 3 3 Cost 0.419 5 6 4 9 9 7 6 6

Raw score 27 21 20 21 33 15 14 18 29

Relative weights 14% 11% 10% 11% 17% 8% 7% 9% 15%
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Current design 110 282 295 35 60 13.3 7 50.2 67 5.000

Competitor X 148 308 234 44 86 9.4 5 34.9 75 4.699

Competitor Y 149 276 295 41 78 5.2 19 47.5 76 5.595

Concept A 118 317 234 35 68 10.3 7 38.2 67 7.790

Concept B 212 317 225 35 68 9.8 7 36.5 67 7.649

Concept C 106 282 295 38 60 13.3 10 54.5 76 6.382

Concept D 149 276 295 41 78 7.5 14 47.5 76 6.053

Concept E 145 308 234 44 86 9.4 6 34.9 70 4.787

Vcomp 1.000 0.940 1.119 1.558 1.530 1.276 1.211 0.957

Ranks 6 8 5 1 2 3 4 7
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